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a b s t r a c t

In culture conditions, human induced-pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC)-derived neurons form synaptic
connections with other cells and establish neuronal networks, which are expected to be an in vitromodel
system for drug discovery screening and toxicity testing. While early studies demonstrated effects of co-
culture of hiPSC-derived neurons with astroglial cells on survival and maturation of hiPSC-derived
neurons, the population spiking patterns of such hiPSC-derived neurons have not been fully character-
ized. In this study, we analyzed temporal spiking patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons recorded by a multi-
electrode array system. We discovered that specific sets of hiPSC-derived neurons co-cultured with as-
trocytes showed more frequent and highly coherent non-random synchronized spike trains and more
dynamic changes in overall spike patterns over time. These temporally coordinated spiking patterns are
physiological signs of organized circuits of hiPSC-derived neurons and suggest benefits of co-culture of
hiPSC-derived neurons with astrocytes.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Human induced-pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) have been
differentiated into central nerve cells [1e3], which have been ex-
pected to be invaluable tools for stem cell-based transplantation
therapy and disease modeling [4,5]. Furthermore, a culture system
of hiPSC-derived neurons have been now applied to drug discovery
screening and toxicity testing [6,7].

A number of studies have now reported that hiPSC-derived
neurons in vitro can form functional synaptic connections with
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other neurons and establish intricate neuronal networks [2,7e9].
Electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that such hiPSC-
derived neuronal populations cultivated on glass dishes can emit
synchronized spikes [7,10,11], implying that these neurons are
successfully differentiated and incorporated into functional
neuronal circuits by forming synaptic contacts with other neurons,
similar to neurons in the central nervous system.

Co-culture of hiPSC-derived neurons with astroglial cells, rather
than culture of hiPSC-derived neurons alone, has been shown to
promote maturation of hiPSC-derived neurons, leading to pro-
nounced increases in their survival rates [7,10,12,13], which is in
accordancewith the possible roles of astrocytes in the development
of neuronal networks in the brain [14e16]. Consistently, hiPSC-
derived neurons co-cultured with astrocytes exhibit higher fre-
quencies of burst spikes and a larger number of synchronized
population spikes [7,10].

While co-culture with astrocytes has been shown to maintain
and elevate overall activity levels of hiPSC-derived neurons, the
detailed functional dynamics of hiPSC-derived neurons remain
unclear, including (1) whether there are specific sets of hiPSC-
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Fig. 1. Basic characteristics of hiPSC-derived neuron spiking activity recorded by the MEA system. (A) A representative image of immunohistochemistry of hiPSC-derived
neurons labeled with anti-b-tublin III (green, neuronal marker) and Hoechest 33258 (blue, nuclear marker) antibodies cultivated on an MEA chip (N culture). Scale
bar ¼ 50 mm. (B) (Left) A rastergram showing spiking activity patterns detected by 16 electrodes in a N culture dish. Each row represents a single electrode, and each dot represents a
single spike. (Right) The spike frequencies of the individual electrodes, corresponding to the left raster plot. (C) The distribution of the percentage of spike frequency in all N culture
data (n ¼ 128 electrodes from 8 dishes). (D) A representative image of immunohistochemistry of hiPSC-derived neurons cultured with astrocytes (N-A co-culture). Cells were
labeled with anti-b-tublin III (green), GFAP (red, astrocyte marker), and Hoechest 33258 (blue) antibodies. Scale bar ¼ 50 mm. (E and F) Same as in B and C but for N-A co-culture
(n ¼ 160 electrodes from 10 dishes).
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derived neurons that exhibit synchronized spikes, (2) whether co-
culture with astrocytes affects these coordinated temporal pat-
terns, and (3) how stably such spike patterns are maintained over
time. To address these questions, we analyzed the temporal spiking
patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons recorded by a multi-electrode
array (MEA) system. The recording system enables non-invasive,
real-time, multi-point measurement of the activity of cultured
neurons as previously reported [7,11]. We found that co-culture of
hiPSC-derived neurons with astrocytes induced more prominent
synchronized spikes of subsets of neurons and larger dynamic
changes in their net activity patterns than culture of hiPSC-derived
neurons alone.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Culture of hiPSC-derived cerebral cortical neurons

Human induced PSC-derived cortical neurons (XCL-1, XCell
Science Inc., USA) were cultured at 3.0 � 105 cells/cm2 on 16-
channel per well across 24 wells MEA plate (Alpha Med Scienti-
fic) coated with Polyethyleneimine (Sigma) and Laminin-511
(Nippi). For culture on MEAs, Neural medium (XCell Science) with
supplement A (Xcell Science) and 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin
(168-23191, Wako) was used for 8 days. After 8 days culture, me-
dium was replaced to BrainPhys Neuronal Medium with SM 1
neuronal supplement (STEMCELL technologies, USA). Human iPSC-
derived astrocytes (XCL-1, XCell Science) were seeded at
3.0 � 104 cells per well. Half of the media was exchanged every 4
days.

2.2. Extracellular recording

Spontaneous firings were acquired at 37 �C under a 5% CO2 at-
mosphere using a 24 wells MEA system (Presto; Alpha Med Sci-
entific) at a sampling rate of 20 kHz/channel. Signals were low-pass
filtered at 1 kHz and stored on a personal computer.

2.3. Immunohistochemistry

Sample cultures were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) on ice (4 �C) for 10 min, followed
by methanol on ice (�20 �C) for 10 min. Fixed cells were incubated
with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5min, followed by preblock buffer
(0.05% Triton-X and 5% goat serum in PBS) at 4 �C for 1 h, and finally
with preblock buffer containing a specific primary antibody
(1:1000) at 4 �C for 24 h. The primary antibodies used were rabbit
anti-b-tubulin III (T2200, SigmaeAldrich) for the specific labeling of
neurons and goat anti-GFAP (ab53554, Abcam). Immunolabeling
was visualized by incubation in an appropriate secondary antibody
(anti-rabbit 488 Alexa Fluor (A21206, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
anti-goat 680 Alexa Fluor (ab175776, Abcam), 1:1000 in preblock
buffer) for 1 h at room temperature. Cell nuclei were counter-
stained using 1 mg/ml Hoechst 33258 for 1 h at room temperature.
Stained cultures were washed twice in preblock buffer (5 min/
wash), rinsed twice using PBS, and viewed using a confocal mi-
croscope (TCS SP8, Leica).

2.4. Data analyses

Electrophysiological activity was analyzed using MATLAB. In
each electrode, a spike of an electrode was detected when the
amplitude of a negative deflection of extracellularly recorded signal
exceeded a threshold of 10 mV, which corresponds to approximately
5 standard deviations of the baseline noise during quiescent pe-
riods. Negative deflections with a maximal first derivative of less
than 3.5 mV/ms were regarded as false-positive signals and
excluded from spike signals. Synchronized spikes in the 16 elec-
trodes were computed with a 100-ms bin size. A randomized sur-
rogate dataset was constructed from a real dataset by shuffling
inter-spike intervals (ISIs) in each electrode. Cross-correlograms
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Fig. 2. Synchronized activity of hiPSC-derived neuronal populations. (A) To collate
the event correlations between neurons, the inter-spike intervals (ISIs) were trans-
posed at random within an electrode. (B) A representative rastergram of 16 electrodes
from a dish in N culture (left) was ISI-shuffled to create a surrogate dataset (right). The
bottom panels show the number of spikes every 100-ms bin. The arrows above
represent synchronized activity of more than 10 spikes. The distribution of the number
of spikes in the original dataset (n ¼ 6000 bins) was compared to that in the corre-
sponding 10 surrogates (n ¼ 60000 bins), showing a significant difference between the
two variables (Z ¼ 7.80, P ¼ 4.4 � 10�15, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (C) The same
analysis was applied to all datasets, and statistical significance (elog10(P)) was plotted
for individual dishes. The horizontal gray line indicates P ¼ 0.01, corresponding with
significance ¼ 2. N-A culture had significantly larger P values than N culture
(P ¼ 0.0117, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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between two neurons were computed with a time window of
100 ms. Correlational changes between two variables were evalu-
ated by computing a Pearson correlation coefficient. All data are
expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
3. Results

3.1. Recording of spiking activity of cultured hiPSC-derived neurons

Human iPSC-derived neurons were cultured without and with
astrocytes, termed as N (neuron only) culture and N-A (neuron-
astrocyte) co-culture, respectively, on an MEA chip equipped with
16 recording electrodes (Fig. 1A and D). Representative sponta-
neous spiking patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons detected in each
culture condition are shown as raster plots in Fig.1B (N culture) and
Fig. 1E (N-A co-culture). During an observation period of 10 min,
86.7% and 94.4% of the electrodes had at least one spikes (i.e., non-
silent electrodes), and single non-silent electrodes exhibited
103.9 ± 18.0 spikes min�1 (median ¼ 26.6 min�1) and 122.2 ± 15.3
spikes min�1 (median ¼ 53.9 spikes min�1) in N culture and N-A
co-culture, respectively (Fig. 1C and F; N culture: n ¼ 8 dishes; N-A
co-culture n ¼ 10 dishes), demonstrating that a larger number of
hiPSC-derived neuronal spikes were observed in N-A co-culture
than in N culture. These results are consistent with previous ob-
servations that co-culture of astrocyteswith hiPSC-derived neurons
facilitate maturation of neuronal networks, making hiPSC-derived
neurons highly active [7,10].
3.2. Synchronized activity of hiPSC-derived neuronal populations

Population spiking patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons were
analyzed (Fig. 2). In an example 10-min window of recording data
obtained from a single dish shown in Fig. 2B on the left, 16 elec-
trodes detected 2.86 spikes on average in any given 100-ms bin. In
addition, the neuronal populations occasionally exhibited large
synchronized events as indicated by the arrows. To quantify
whether a stochastic process could account for such large neuronal
synchronized events, the original raster plot was compared with
raster plots of surrogate datasets in which inter-spike intervals
(ISIs) were randomly shuffled in each non-silent electrode (an
example shown in Fig. 2B right). This shuffling procedure ran-
domized the temporal correlation of spikes across multiple elec-
trodes without altering the total spike counts (Fig. 2A). For each
original raster plot, 10 surrogates were created, and the probability
distribution of spike counts observed in 100-ms bins was compared
between the original raster plot and the corresponding 10 surro-
gate raster plots. In the example raster plot shown in Fig. 2B, the
distribution was significantly different between the two datasets
revealed by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Z ¼ 7.80, P ¼ 4.4 � 10�15).
Specifically, a large synchronization including more than 10 spikes
emerged at a frequency of 6.6 min�1 in the real datasets, while such
synchronization rarely occurred in the surrogates (0.3 min�1). The
same analysis was applied to all datasets and is summarized in
Fig. 2C, showing that similar significant differences at a significance
level of 1% (P < 0.01) were observed, except in Dish 6 in N-A culture.
These results suggest that synchronization of hiPSC-derived neu-
rons could not be simply accounted for by chance. Notably, the
significance, computed aselog10(P), was higher in N-A culture than
in N culture (P ¼ 0.0117, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The results
suggest that co-culture of astrocytes with hiPSC-derived neurons
further facilitates organized activity of hiPSC-derived neurons.
3.3. Pairwise synchronization of hiPSC-derived neurons

Detailed synchronized spike patterns were characterized by
analyzing pairwise synchronization between two electrodes. In
each pair of non-silent electrodes, the number of synchronized
spikes (Nsync) in a 10-min recording period was compared with
those of 100 surrogate datasets that were constructed as described
for Fig. 2A (Fig. 3A). To quantify the significance of the pairwise
synchronization, a Nsync of a real dataset was converted to a z score
based on themean and standard deviation of the distribution of the
Nsync of the corresponding 100 surrogate datasets (Fig. 3A, right). A
highly synchronized electrode pair was defined if the z score was
more than 1.96, which represents a significance level of P < 0.05
(Fig. 3B). In N culture and N-A co-culture, the proportion of highly
synchronized pairs of all possible active electrode pairs was 39.2%
(259 out of 661 pairs) and 57.1% (588 out of 1030 pairs), respectively
(c2 ¼ 51.3, *P ¼ 4.1 � 10�13, chi-square test). Overall, the distribu-
tion of z scores in N-A co-culture (median ¼ 2.73) was significantly
different from that in N culture (median ¼ 1.30) (Z ¼ 8.67,
P¼ 4.3� 10�8, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), again confirming that N-A
co-culture exhibited more synchronized spikes across electrodes.



Fig. 3. Pairwise synchronization of hiPSC-derived neurons. (A) (Left) Spike patterns of a representative two electrodes (top). Each vertical line represents each spike. The number
of synchronized spikes (Nsync) was counted within a 100-ms time window. A typical surrogate dataset was generated from the real dataset as in Fig. 2A (bottom). (Right) For this
electrode pair, a real Nsync value is indicated by the arrow, which was compared with the distribution of Nsync computed from the corresponding 100 surrogate datasets (gray
histogram). Based on the distribution of the surrogate datasets, the z score of the real data was computed to be 6.8. (B) Cumulative distribution of z scores computed in each pair of
non-silent electrodes (N culture: n ¼ 661 electrode pairs from 8 dishes; N-A co-culture: n ¼ 1030 electrode pairs from 10 dishes). Electrode pairs with z scores greater than 1.96
were defined as highly synchronized electrode pairs. Z ¼ 8.67, P ¼ 4.3 � 10�8, Wilcoxon rank-sum test. (C, D) Oscillatory spike synchronization of hiPSC-derived neurons. (Left) An
example raster plot obtained from two active electrodes showing high (C) and low (D) coherent synchronized spikes. (Right) The cross-correlograms of spiking activity constructed
from the two electrodes with a time window of 200 ms. (E) The percentage of electrode pairs with high coherence out of all active electrode pairs. c2 ¼ 29.0, *P ¼ 3.7 � 10�8, chi-
square test.

Fig. 4. Temporal changes in spontaneous activity patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons. (A) An example rastergram of 16 electrodes. Spikes in a 2-min time window (shown by
boxed area) were counted, normalized for each non-silent electrode and converted to a vector s. (B) (Left) A series of 2-min vectors were combined to represent a 10-min recording
window obtained from a N culture dish, shown as a pseudo-color image. (Right) The correlation matrix computed for all possible pairs in the 2-min time bins. (C) Correlation
coefficients of all datasets in N culture were averaged for each time difference. No significant difference was found across time. One-way ANOVA, F(3,79) ¼ 0.01, P ¼ 0.99. (D) Same
as in B but for a N-A co-culture dish. (E) Same as in C but for N-A co-culture. A significant decrease in the coefficient was found depending on the time difference. Error bars are SEM.
*P < 0.05, Tukey's test followed by one-way ANOVA. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.4. Oscillatory spike synchrony of hiPSC-derived neurons

The temporal patterns of pairwise synchronized spikes were
further analyzed by computing the cross-correlation of pairs of
electrodes with more than 10 spikes min�1, termed active elec-
trodes. Fig. 3CeD shows representative pairs of active electrodes;
the top panel represents an active electrode pair with high coher-
ence showing oscillatory synchronized activity at a cycle of several
seconds, whereas the bottom panel represents an active electrode
pair with low coherence, showing no such prominent coherence.
The cross-correlogram was computed from each active electrode
pair as shown in the right panels. If correlation coefficients were
higher than 10 standard deviations (SDs) above the mean of the
bottom 50% of all coefficients, the electrode pair was regarded to
have high coherence of spiking activity. Of the 298 and 756 active
electrode pairs tested, 23 and 165 (7.7% and 21.8%) pairs were
judged to be pairs with high coherence in N culture and N-A co-
culture, respectively (Fig. 3E). The proportion of electrode pairs
with high coherence in N-A co-culture was significantly higher
than that in N culture (c2 ¼ 29.0, *P ¼ 3.7 � 10�8, chi-square test),
suggesting that co-culture with astrocytes increased the oscillatory
and highly coherent spiking patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons. The
average time lag giving the second maximum coefficients in the
cross-correlograms was 1.99 ± 0.03 s (n ¼ 188 electrode pairs).

3.5. Temporal changes in activity states of hiPSC-derived neurons

Finally, we assessed how the activity states of hiPSC-derived
neurons change over time. Spike frequencies of all non-silent
electrodes in a 2-min time window were counted for every 2 min
and converted to a vector s (Fig. 4A). A vector component was
normalized by the maximum component of five vector series in
each non-silent electrode. Representative pseudo-color images of a
series of five consecutive vectors consisting of normalized spike
frequencies in a 10-min recording session are shown in Fig. 4B and
D left. Pearson correlation coefficients of vectorized spike fre-
quencies were computed between all pairs of 2-min bins as sum-
marized as a correlation matrix (Fig. 4B and D, right). To compute
whether spike activity patterns changed over time, the average
correlation coefficients were plotted as a function of the time dif-
ference (Dtime) for all possible 2-min bins in all datasets (Fig. 4E
and F). In N culture, no significant differences in the coefficients
were detected across time (Fig. 4C; one-way ANOVA; F(3,79)¼ 0.01,
P ¼ 0.99). On the other hand, in N-A co-culture, the correlation
coefficients decreased as the time difference increased, and sig-
nificant differences were observed between a time difference of
2 min and time differences of 6 min and 8 min (Fig. 4E; P < 0.05,
Tukey's test followed by one-way ANOVA; F(3,99) ¼ 5.36,
P ¼ 0.0019). These results demonstrate that the activity patterns of
hiPSC-derived neuronal populations in N-A co-culture changed
over time more than those in N culture.

4. Discussion

In this study, we analyzed spike patterns of hiPSC-derived
neurons obtained from an MEA recording system. Compared with
the features in hiPSC-derived neurons in N culture, several neuro-
physiological features appeared in hiPSC-derived neurons co-
cultured with astrocytes: (1) larger spike synchronization of
neuronal populations, (2) more and more highly coherent syn-
chronized spikes between specific neuronal populations, and (3)
larger changes in population spike patterns of hiPSC-derived neu-
rons over time.

Our finding of synchronized spikes of hiPSC-derived neuronal
populations is a partial replication of the previous findings of
synchronized spike bursts of hiPSC-derived neurons [7,11]. Our
study extended these early findings by showing that specific
neuronal groups in neuron-astrocyte co-culture can exhibit more
frequent synchronized spikes, and some of these synchronized
events are time-locked to oscillatory rhythms, both of which are a
physiological sign of well-organized neuronal networks. These
findings suggest that co-culture with astrocytes not only elevates
the overall excitability of hiPSC-derived neurons but also facilitates
maturation of synaptic connections between specific hiPSC-derived
neurons, leading to the formation of functional neuronal circuits
derived from hiPSCs. Several mechanisms have been suggested to
explain the increased maturation of neurons by astrocytes,
including axonal elongation, branching, synaptic formation, and
maturation [14e16]. Moreover, astrocytes can maintain and even
potentiate neurotransmission at matured synapses [17e19]. A
combination of these mechanisms of neuron-astrocyte interactions
likely facilitate and stabilize functional circuits of hiPSC-derived
neurons.

Our finding of larger changes in spike patterns of hiPSC-derived
neurons over time in N-A culture suggests that these neurons have
the ability to generate expanded repertoires of organized spike
patterns, which may increase the capacity of memory and infor-
mation processing in the neuronal networks [20,21]. Develop-
mentally, while the exact functional significance of such time-
varying neuronal activity remains unclear, it implies that hiPSC-
derived neurons are subject to a larger variety of types of
activity-dependent plasticity, which may contribute to the enrich-
ment of the diversity and capacity of neuronal circuit computation.
These positive effects of astrocytes on the maturation of functional
hiPSC-derived neuronal networks might be more crucial for long-
term cultures [7].

In summary, co-culturing hiPSC-derived neurons and astrocytes
gives rise to functional neuronal networks with a wider range of
spatiotemporal spiking patterns than culturing hiPSC-derived
neurons alone. Such organized and heterogeneous activity pat-
terns are more consistent with highly complicated neuronal net-
works in the biological brain. Recent studies have suggested that a
culture system of hiPSC-derived neurons is as an excellent tool for
drug discovery screening and toxicity testing [6,7]. Our present
study adds to a growing body of evidence that synchronized spike
patterns of hiPSC-derived neurons is applicable as a physiological
marker and suggests that such physiological signals can be
enriched by combining hiPSC-derived neurons and astrocytes in
the culture system.
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